As the diversity of available computing devices increases it becomes more difficult to adapt User Interface development to support the full range of available devices. One of the difficulties are the different GUI libraries: to use an alternative library or device one is forced to redevelop the interface completely for the alternative GUI library. To overcome these problems the User Interface Markup Language (UIML) specification has been proposed, as a way of glueing the interface design to different GUI libraries (in different environments) without further efforts. In contrast with other similar approaches UIML has matured and has some implementations proving its usefulness. We introduce the first UIML renderer for the .Net framework; a framework that can be accessed by different kinds of programming languages and can use different kinds of widget sets. We show that its properties, among them its reflection mechanism, are suitable for the development of a reusable and portable UIML renderer. Furthermore the suitability for multi-device rendering is discussed in comparison with our own multi-device User Interface framework Dygimes. The focus is on how layout management can be generalized in the specification to allow the GUI to adapt to different screen sizes.
Introduction
It is a known fact that all computing environments become more heterogeneous every day. Instead of emerging to a common set of hardware and software platforms, computing gains at diversity. Nevertheless, a lot of attention is given to open standards supporting interoperability between different devices and software platforms.
The diversity raises the opportunity for new methodologies and techniques to support multi-(and multiple-) device User Interfaces (UIs). Several initiatives exist in the academic world as well as in the industry. Managing the reuse of interactive software components over several different kinds of devices is one of the problems tackled in this paper. One of the noticeable methodologies is the use of Model-Based User Interface Development (MBUID). Another one is the use of High-level User Interface Descriptions (HLUID), nowadays mostly based on the XML syntax). This work concentrates on the latter: the goal is to develop an adaptive, flexible HLUID renderer so it can be deployed easily in MBUID for multiple devices. In the existing literature there are several publications describing the usage of the HLUID within MBUID to support the design of multi-device UIs. XIML [7, 18] , XWeb [15] , XForms [6] , XUL [8] and TERESA XML [13, 16] are especially worth mentioning here. They provide solutions for multi-device UI design and creation on different levels of abstraction. Another initiative is the Dygimes framework [5] : it combines several techniques like task modeling, HLUID, web services and constraint-based layout management to generate UIs for mobile and embedded systems at runtime.
Unfortunately, once the design reaches the presentation level it remains difficult to specify this in a device-independent manner. Very few HLUID succeed in being generic enough to be really independent of the widget set (e.g. some can only be used with Java widgets, or are only suitable with webbrowser support). The User Interface Markup Language (UIML) [2, 17] is a specification that is independent of a widget set and claims to be device-independent as well. Because the specification has matured over the years and efforts are emerging to submit it as a World Wide Web Consortium (w3c) specification, it is beneficial to develop renderers for the specification. Some of the current research efforts include creating better support for multi-platform UIs [3, 17] . Targetting multi-device environments implies the UIML renderer has to be very flexible: on different device there could be different widget sets, or the widget set API can be slightly different due to the different device profiles. This work also targets to create a UIML renderer that can man-age and support evolution in widget set APIs and differences in widget set vocabularies without the need for changing the renderer itself.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 1.2 gives a short introduction into the UIML language. It provides the necessary details of the specification to understand the following sections. Next, in section 1.3 some related work and underlying technologies are discussed evaluating the use of UIML to illustrate the context of the work. This is followed by a description of the implemented renderer in section 1.4. Several aspects will be highlighted with the emphasis on the flexibility of the renderer. Section 1.5 identifies the layout management problem and proposes a solution for future HLUID renderers. The paper is concluded with an example in section 1.6 and with conclusions in the last section.
UIML Overview
The UIML specification is currently under revision for submission as a w3c standard. Consequently this means some changes in the specification can be expected and current renderer software design should support easy refactoring to adopt these changes.
An UIML document exists of several parts [1] that are shown in figure 1.1. Together they form the Meta-Interface Model (MIM):
Interface describes four parts of the UI:
Structure : describes the "widget hierarchy" of the UI. It defines the different parts that are contained in the UI, and the abstract widget name of each part.
Style : describes properties of the parts defined in the structure. This allows to change properties of the widgets like color, font, text,. . . The layout is also defined as a style of the parts in structure. Unfortunately the current way of defining a layout is not suitable for multi-device UIs, section 1.5 will elaborate further on this.
Content : separates the content of the interface (e.g. the list that has to appear in a list presentation) of the other parts.
Behavior : defines rules with actions that are triggered when some condition is met. Some kind of event mechanism is offered to the UI designer this way.
Vocabularies are referred to as peers in the UIML specification: this contains the mapping with the concrete UI toolkit. To allow the use of different devices and different GUI libraries, one can define several peers for the same UIML document while choosing the appropriate peer at runtime. The renderer described in this paper is limited to 2D widget sets.
Logic defines how to bind the UI with the application logic. More precise it describes the mappings with the software interface to communicate with the application logic.
Related Work
Until now, we are not aware of any previous work describing the actual implementation of an UIML renderer and releasing the source code. There were some initiatives in the past, but most of these projects only implemented parts of an obsolete specification version or are no longer supported. [4] describes how UIML can be converted into program code. Harmonia [3] offers a Java-based UIML renderer that implements most of the specification. Several other implementations are gathered on http://www.uiml.org, but most of them are deprecated and/or no source code has been released.
It is clear that UIML was designed with Object-Oriented programming languages in mind. Most mappings on the UI toolkit and the relations with the application logic rely on the existence of "classes" in the OO sense. The most mature implementation of the UIML renderer is the one provided by Harmonia, and is implemented in Java. However, the .Net framework offers some new possibilities to develop a UIML renderer. For example it supports on-the-fly executable code generation and better integration with web services. This is the first attempt to write a UIML renderer for the .Net Framework.
The widget set that is used to generate the UI is the GTK# (http: //gtk-sharp.sourceforge.net) widget set. Although it is still in a development stage, and only few applications are implemented using this widget set, it is mature enough to use as a basis. The most wellknown widget set is the Windows Forms library. This one is not chosen for two reasons: the first one is that it is more complex to use than most other .Net widget sets, the second reason is to keep the renderer independent of the Microsoft implementation. Portability to different platforms and availability are important issues, so the renderer was not implemented in the Microsoft .Net Framework, but in the Mono (http: //www.go-mono.com) implementation of .Net. Both .Net Frameworks implement the same ECMA standard, so the implementation should be reusable as is.
4.
The Renderer
Overall Design
A HLUID can be processed in two different ways: either it can be compiled or rendered. The former transforms the specification into program code, the latter provides a rendering engine that can interpret the UIML document. When the UIML document is transformed into source code ("compiled"), on its turn the resulting source code needs to be compiled. Transforming the UIML document into program code is advantageous when the code still needs to be manually changed afterwards.
The rendering approach is more complex to implement, but is more flexible: it allows fast prototyping because an UIML document can be tested directly, it can offer dynamic changes in the UI and a transparent mechanism for connecting the rendered UI with the application logic.
Several parts of the renderer can be distinguished:
Vocabulary Generator One of the most cumbersome and tedious tasks is to create a vocabulary for a particular widget set. When the vocabularies are manually edited this often results in different incompatible vocabularies and incomplete mappings. When the widget set API gets updated, often the vocabulary has to be updated manually if one wants to support the latest version of the widget set. This process can be automated when the implementation language supports reflection, e.g. Java and C# have reflection support. Reflection allows software to inspect implementation code and APIs at runtime.
Interface reader In the initial stage the UIML document has to be processed. The Interface reader processes the document and stores it in an appropriate data structure. Notice that it is recommended to keep this data structure in memory during the lifespan of the UI: dynamic changes in the style and the UI structure can be supported better this way.
Style repository The style properties included in a UIML document are implemented in a repository-like manner. On the one hand the part that is specified beforehand is queried using XPath expressions. On the other hand there is support for properties that are added at runtime by an internal data structure.
Rendering Backends
The specification allows different peers to coexist for the same interface specification. A peer defines the language bindings for the interface, thus which widget set is being used and how it can interact with the application logic.
System Glue The system glue connects the concrete interface with the application logic. There are different ways to do this; by means of direct method invocation, remote method invocation or through web services. All three ways are supported by the .Net framework making it a powerful choice for implementing the renderer. 
Dynamic Core
Roughly spoken there are two ways of implementing a renderer for a UI markup language:
Static renderer The implementation relies on specific knowledge of the widget set. The types offered by the target GUI library are loaded and used at compile-time.
Dynamic renderer The implementation does not rely on specific knowledge of the widget set. The types offered by the target GUI library are loaded and used at runtime.
The former is more robust but less flexible and requires more program code. The latter takes full advantage of the information offered by the peer descriptions (vocabularies); it requires a detailed mapping description in the vocabulary. Reflection is a very powerful tool to use when mapping the Abstract Interface Objects (AIO) to Concrete Interface Objects [19] . AIOs are abstract representation of widgets, and CIOs are the concrete representation; e.g. a "range indicator" is an AIO and can be mapped to a slider widget (CIO). The rendering engine itself has no notion of concrete widgets, but will be guided by the vocabulary to search for the appropriate mapping. Even when the concrete widgets are found (including its class name and properties), the renderer will avoid using the explicit class names. Instead it queries the available libraries containing possible widget sets with the information retrieved from the vocabulary. The reflection mechanism allows to construct new objects using solely this information. This has several advantages:
The rendering engine is reusable for other widget sets, since it does not explicitly creates the concrete widgets directly.
The vocabulary can be extended independently of the renderer. When the widget set is updated, only the vocabulary has to be updated. New entries in the vocabulary can be used without further adaption of the program code.
The renderer is more portable across devices. E.g.: it can be ported to platforms that only offer a limited version of the same widget set.
The Layout Problem
One of the pitfalls making UIML less suitable for multi-device interfaces is the lack of support for uniform layout management. We propose to use spatial hierarchical layout constraints to overcome this problem. [14] rightfully argues that constraint-based systems have not caught on for UIs, nevertheless simple constraints can be succesfull for specifying the layout of a system. Since the very beginning of GUI creation constraints are investigated to obtain better layout management. [11] gives an overview of different techniques using constraints for the layout of graphical interfaces. Thinglab used constraints for graphical simulation [9] . In [20] some techniques are discussed that a renderer could implement to obtain a visually pleasing result.
Typically the layout of the UI is influenced by the interface and style parts of the UIML document. Our approach differs with traditional approaches in the sense that we also use the hierarchy as described by UIML in the structure element instead of directly referring to the individual parts. Most available vocabularies have the layout specified as parts of the properties that can be defined in the style section of a UIML document.
In the way we implemented the renderer, the interface part determines how the concrete UI will be nested and the style part specifies the more widget-set related possibilities using layout managers. Using spatial layout constraints this separation can be preserved, while adding adaptability when rendering the UI. Constraints are only defined between siblings in the structure tree. A visual representation of this related to the example in section 1.6 is shown in figure 1.4 . The hierarchy divides the interface in groups. These groups can be subdivided in other groups and so on. All widgets that are part of the same group, have a logical relation with respect to each other. Some rules can be applied here:
A group describes a set of logically related abstract interactors or groups of abstract interactors. The designer should decide which widgets are gathered in a group. A group can be specified splittable (as a UIML property). This specifier allows the layout manager to show the abstract interactors or groups of abstract interactors in separate spaces.
The group specifier non-splittable (as a UIML property) forces the layout manager to show the children of the group as a whole to make sense to the user. Note that "non-splittable" is only valid for the direct children of the group, and does not affect the further offspring.
For now, we have not implemented this into the uiml.net renderer because it would break the current specification. The layout manage-ment should be generic and not related to any widget set and modalities. By consequence this requires adding new elements into the UIML specification, e.g. tags to define constraints. The spatial constraints are implemented in the Dygimes framework [5, 12] for testing purposes and has proven to be a feasible solution for UIs containing a limited amount of widgets. Results obtained in this experiment to combine HLUID with spatial constraints can be seen in figure 1 .5. The figure shows how a hotel registration form described in a HLUID can be rendered to different devices. 
A Multi(ple)-Device Picture Browser
To provide the reader with a clear understanding we introduce a simple example here: the multi(ple)-device picture browser. We will show how to create a simple picture browser that can be rendered on multiple different devices, distributing the interface over several devices. Imagine the following scenario: nowadays most people have a digital camera. It would be nice to design one application for browsing your pictures that works on most devices. Sometimes it is even usefull to distribute several parts of the UI over several devices. For example suppose you want to give a presentation showing your pictures on a large screen. The controls for browsing the pictures (e.g. the "previous" and "next" button) can When the UIML document shown in figure 1.7 is rendered for the desktop, the UI depicted in figure 1.6(a) is the result. Suppose we are only interested in a part of the UI being rendered for our PDA, more specific the controls section (thumbnails and buttons) of the picture browser. This results in only a selection of the structure tree being rendered as shown in figure 1.6(b) . The interesting feature is that the pruning can be done at runtime, without manual intervention (apart from the user interaction to initiate this action).
Conclusion
We discussed the implementation of a User Interface Markup Language (UIML) renderer and a possible extension: better adaptability for multiple/multi-device environments throughout the usage of spatial constraints. Our goals are to compare the UIML specification with the HLUIDs supported by the Dygimes framework and to contribute to the development of UIML; the leading specification for multi-device UI de-<uiml> <interface> <structure> <part class="Frame" id="picbrowser"> <part class="Frame" id="theimg"> <part class="Image" id="image"/> </part> <part class="Frame" id="remote"> <part class="Frame" id="thumbnails"> <part class="Image" id="prev2"/> ... <part class="Button" id="previous"/> </part> </part> </part> </structure> ... velopment. We explored how the .Net framework allows to create a renderer that is bound to a widget set at runtime (through reflection) instead of at compile-time. This results in an easy extensible rendering engine that supports evolution of widget set vocabularies.
The source code of uiml.net can be obtained at http://www.edm. luc.ac.be/software/uiml.net/.
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